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The Extra Point  
by Jerry Roberts

# 49     What Does Your Boss Think About You?
Imagine your boss is forced to cut one 
position from the team. Looking down the list 
of workers, your name comes into focus. I’m 
Jerry Roberts and my question is, what does 
your boss think about when thinking about 
you? That’s next on The Extra Point. 


What might be the boss’s initial thought?


“Comes in a little early and is always 
prepared, a great example to others.” Or…


“Pretty much a ‘clockwatcher’ and often 
steals extra minutes on breaks.”


The boss thinks about the times extra help 
was needed.


“There’s nobody more reliable. They’re 
stepping forward to volunteer almost before I 
can complete my sentence” Or…


“They just do the basics, nothing more.” 

Productivity flashes across the boss’s mind.


“How would I ever replace their output?” Or…


“A brand new hire could meet or exceed their 
production in the first couple of months.” 

The thought turns to overall work ethic.


“I don’t think I’ve ever seen them sitting idle 
with nothing to do. When they finish one thing 
they go looking for what else needs to be 
handled.” Or…                                         


“When they finish a job they must think it’s 
automatically break time. I have to be there to

tell them what to do next. If not, there’s no  

telling how much time they’ll burn.” 

The boss thinks about your desire and ability 
to help less experienced workers.


“People feel comfortable asking for help when 
they hit a snag. A willing mentor that 
strengthens the team.” Or…


“Generally evades requests for help or assists 
in a half-hearted manner.” 

Then, conflict is considered.


“Does a good job keeping problems from 
escalating.” Or…


“Their comments made a couple of angry 
confrontations even worse.” 

And then, the boss imagines your future with 
the organization.


“I think they have the right stuff to make a real 
difference for us.” Or…


“I can’t imagine them making much of a 
difference at all.” 

If your boss had to make a tough decision on 
who to keep and who to let go, what would he or 
she be thinking when they come to your name?


That’s The Extra Point. Get out there and 
make something good happen today. For 
93.3, I’m Jerry Roberts. 
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